"The Thinman" tentatively experiments with chords, words and verbalisations

"The New Snowmen" are:

"The Bison" is the Bassmeister 
"The Doctor", aka "Dr U", is the Beatmeister
"The WingedFinger", aka "The Pilot" aka "The Midget" (although he wishes it
to be known he is of average size or more in every department and is only so
named because he appeared small in a video once), flies around on his 4
sting fretless neck guitar

We are honoured to be on Prosity Records


This Ring Is A Bullet

This ring is a bullet
It put a hole in my heart
Don't you argue don't you start
If I had a trigger - I would pull it
This ring is a bullet

All the jewellery you bought me                
Well I don't want it                        
I don't even want the money                
If I ever pawn it                                

This bracelet is a snake
A snake round my arm
Venom in my veins
You did me nothing but harm

This necklace is a chain
A chain round my throat
Making me choke
I won't ever wear it again

And this brooch is a shield
Like a sherrifs badge
It hides the way I feel
Security I never had

Your stud is burning
Left a mark on me
Some lessons take too much learning
It reminds me I'm lonely

All the jewellery you bought me
Well I don't want it
Golden bullets
With diamond tips

This ring is a bullet                        
It put a hole in my heart                
You're a dark work of art                
If I had a trigger - I would pull it        
This ring is a bullet                        

Gold is heavy metal                        
It only drags you down                        
Like a summer flower's petals                
Lying on the ground                        

Gold is heavy metal
They make it into chains
The grave won't be so lonely
I'll have my secrets with me

Fourteen Hundred Dollars

I got 14 hundred and 14 dollars and 14 cents
I got my Father's nose and my Mother's intelligence
I smell rats and I can talk good sense
It's my life saving but I don't know where it went
I oughta leave town but I'm still a resident

I just gotta keep running - Just to keep getting nowhere

I got 16 guitars and a mind full of dreams
I like to ride on trains that run on steam
I got a car that runs on K-1 Kerosene
I got places to go but I can't remember where I been
If I want any answers I type questions into a machine
I got a birth and a death and a whole life - inbetween

I just gotta keep running - Just to keep getting nowhere

You can hear my songs on 50,000 Watts Radio Stations
You can find my tunes in the Bhuddist incantations
I been interviewed by the British Broadcasting Corporation
But you gotta beware of the cheap shit imitations
I got a website - but I don't get no visitations

I just gotta keep running - Just to keep getting nowhere

I look after myself  - I don't need to carry a pistol
Just a taser gun - and a referee's whistle
To use on people who talk and never listen
I run 15 miles before I'm out of condition
I never give advice but I do give permission

I just gotta keep running - Just to keep getting nowhere
